AMERICAN SOCIETY IS
1 CRACKING UP [ f O.K. [ ] SICK [ 1 FREAKINGOUT
[ 1 BETTER THAN hfOST [ ] RESPONSIBLE
I 1 AIUDDLING THROUGH [ 1 O N A STEEP SLOPE
[

These choices were not devised by this editor; they were
simply collected from the descriptions proferred by respected
journals across the country. What is most remarkable is that
some of the most dispiriting descriptions come not from militants or radical students - at least not from them alone hut from what one properly regards as moderate journals.
There is, in fact, a danger that we are developing a plethora
of Cassandras, that we will become so accustomed to warnings
about the direction in which we are presently heading that
our ears will cease to register any of the warnings, that we
will cease to discriminate among the many voices clamoring
for attention and fail to attend to those worth listening to.
There are so many import:unt and complex issues that deserve attention, not all of which can b e mastered by any single
person, that one welcomes occasionally the relatively circiumscribed issue, involving a limited number of people and the
need for some immediate decisive action. For it sometinies
happens that the small, discrete event which we can readily
grasp tells 11s more aliout the state of our society than those
large issues which threaten to overwhelm 11s. The case of
Justice Abe Fortas is such an event. Now that it has become
a part of our history, and the imlnediate arguments and passions have died down, we can better reflect on its continuing
implications.
When hIr. Fortas, under pressure, resigned from the Supreme Court of the United States, he said in the letter of explanation he wrote to the Chief Justice, “There has been no
wrong doing on my part.” Were this a fair judgment, supported by the a \ d a b l e evidence, the pressures that forced
his resignation should be labelled cruel and unnecessary. The
evidence suggests, however, that Mr. Fortas -hard-working,
brilIimt, liberal - is, to say the least, profoundly naive. h4r.
Fortas accepted, for example, in Decembei, 1965, soon after
he was appointed to the Court, a long-term agreement to work
for the IVolfson family foundation ( t h e nature of the work
unspecified liy hlr. Fortas) knd to b e paid for life $20,000 per
year, the payment to go to his wife in the event of his death. In
January, 1966 he received $20,000 from the foimdation. After
hearing that the hlr. Louis Wolfson was liein$ considered for
criminal prosecution, he terminated his long-term agreement.
In Septemlier and October, hlr. Wolfson was indicted on
separate charges “sternniing from stock transactions.” Not
until Decemher, 1966 did h4r. Fortas return the $20,00Oliehad
received, having decided to regard his previous services as a
contrilm tion.
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Was there anything criminal or illegal about
Mr. Fortas’ actions as he outlined them? In these
terms there was “no wrong doing” on Mr. Fortas’
part. But that is the kind of judgment that gives
legalisms a bad name. We‘can ask whether there
is an impropriety about a Supreme Court Justice
offering legal services to a stock manipulator, and
retaining a substantial fee for ill-defined services
until the pressures mounted high. And to this
non-legal question we cannot accept the response
of “no wrong doing.”
There are distinctions and values brought into
play here to which Mr. Fortas and his defenders
are apparently impervious. This lack of discrimination was apparent in several earlier incidents involving Mr. Fortas. (How those buried bones do
rise again!) Fred Graham of the New York Times
recalled the incident in which Mr. Fortas, personally pleading the case of a Texas executive
before the chairman of the Security Exchange
Commission, asked the chairman if he did not
know that the executive was a large contributor to
the Democratic Party. Illegal? Unethical?
There was also the time that Mr. Fortas, after
his appointment to the court, was asked whether
he had advised his friend Lyndon Johnson about
the war in Vietnam, on which Mr. Fortas had
hawkish views. No, replied Mr. Fortas, he simply
gave President Johnson the benefit of a logical
mind, analyzing the various factors and indicating
available courses of action. It should be unnecessary to say that no such analysis can be value free,
since the very selection of information and the
suggested priorities of attention are inseparable
from a set of values. The idea that, except in the
crudest sense, facts can be separated from values
in such major issues as the Vietnam war, the
A.B.M., the Pentagon budget, foreign aid - that
idea is profoundly naive and dangerous.
The case of Mr. Fortas is not recalled here in
order further to pillory him. It is recalled because
the milieu in which he lived and worked made it
possible for him to engage in the activities he did
without a sense of impropriety or wrongdoing. It
is the milieu in which many of his friends, allies
and critics continue to work. Mr. Fortas is an outstanding example of the kind of moral insensitivity
that can develop only because he is an outstanding
man. Were the standards the country has applied
to him applied to other figures in Washington,
who knows what heads would fall?
A disturbing footnote to Z‘a$aire Fortas. How
was the information about Mr. Fortas gained? At
a time when governmental agencies are becoming
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vast repositories of information about all citizens,
can any public figure be immune from the calculated leak? Possibly even that is not a frightening question until one considers the possibility
of the calculated leak coming from sources of great
power and partisan interest.
J.F.
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TRANQUILLITY RECOLLECTED
IN EMOTION
How swiftly, in commencement addresses, the
clichQ have changed. On short notice we could
probably reconstruct a good example of at least
a mediocre address from days gone by.
For example: “Dear Graduates. Having completed that course of studies -and you here have
stayed the course - that allows you to enter not
only a society but an honored tradition of learning
and civility, you are prepared to enter a world
that will test rigorously you and values you take
with you. Those of us who have been your counsellors, your teachers and, sometimes, your friends
hope that we have had some share in developing
high ideals and standards which wiU stand that
test. The life of the university has often been
scorned as an ivory tower, as an enclosure apart
from the noise and strife of the greater world outside. As President of X College I accept that description -with pride. I don’t mean that the time
you have spent here has been free from struggle
and strife. No intellectual endeavor can be wholly
so. But it is well that there should be in the life
of every scholar, every student a period where he
can devote himself with little distraction to the
life of the mind. And we hope we have provided
that in the years that you have been here, and
that you will in the years of your maturity, the
years of attainment, recall these years with pIeasure.”
Well, that is the tranquillity of yesteryear. Today students have the power to shake universities,
topple presidents, challenge accepted scholarly
ideals and restructure curricuIa. But how many
students have, to paraphrase Yeats, put on wisdom
with their power? It seems fitting, in a month of
commencement exercises, to devote this issue to
that question.

